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1. Introduction. Consider a general Kiemann space of n dimensions and

write its fundamental quadratic form thus,

(1) aV = g9 dé dx¡ (gv = gß).i

If ay- are the components of any other covariant symmetric tensor of the

second order, and oh is a root of the equation

(2) \«rs + Qgrs\  = 0,

the functions A£ (r == 1, ..., n), defined by

(3) (<*rs + Qhgrs)lh  = 0,

are the confravariant components of a vector in the space.

By hypothesis the form (1) is positive definite and consequently the roots

of (2) are real. If all the roots are simple, equations (3) define uniquely n

directions at a point. Thus if Xrh and Xrk are the components of the vectors

corresponding to distinct roots qh and qk, it follows from (3) that

(4) grs & ¿fc = 0,

that is, the corresponding directions are orthogonal. Moreover, if oh is a mul-

tiple root of order m,% equations (3) admit solutions linearly expressible in

terms of m solutions.§ If we take m of these directions which are mutually

orthogonal, and proceed in like manner with every multiple root, we have at

* Presented to the Society, April 28, 1923.
t Here i andj are summed from 1 to » in accordance with the convention now generally

in use. This convention will be used throughout this paper.

% We exclude the case where m = n, that is, when a„ + pgr, = 0.

§ Weierstrass, Monatsberichte der Akademie zu Berlin, 1858, p. 207.
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each point of space n directions mutually orthogonal. They are the principal

directions determined by the tensor ars. These directions determine n con-

gruences of curves in the space, any congruence being defined analytically by

._. dxl dx"
W -jT- = ••• = —y-.

It is the purpose of this paper to determine conditions necessary and suf-

ficient that the curves of each congruence be orthogonal to a family of hyper-

surfaces, Yn-i. In this case, there pass through a curve Cn, of the congruence

defined by (5), n — 1 hypersurfaces respectively orthogonal to the congruences

Ck(k = 1, ..., n\k\h). When these hypersurfaces are taken as parametric,

the functions g^ (i \j) in (1) are equal to zero, and the space possesses an

w-uple orthogonal system of hypersurfaces. In this case we say that the

M-uple of congruences is normal.

When the roots of (2) are simple or double the conditions are readily ob-

tained, but for roots of third and higher order the conditions are quite involved.

However, in each case the problem is reduced to an algebraic one.

2. General equations. Without loss of generality, we assume that the

functions X\ are chosen so that

(6) grsXhXh = 1.

As given by (3) these functions are the contravariant components of the

direction. Their covariant components are given by

(7) Xn¡r — grp X%.

If Xh,ris denote the components of the tensor which is the covariant derivative

of Xh¡r with respect to (1), the functions yhiJ, defined by

(8) yhiJ  =  X¡ Xj Xh,rls,

are invariants; they are called rotations by Ricci and Levi-Civita.*

From (8) it follows that
i...n

(9) h.rls =  2 Yhij Xi,r Xj,s.

*MathematischeAnnaIen, vol. 54 (1901), p. 148; Wright, Invariants of Quadratic

Differential Forms, Cambridge Tract, No. 9, p. 68.
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If we denote by gi¡ the cofactor of g{j in the determinant

(10) g = |*4|

divided by g, we may replace (7) by

(11) H = g** h,r-

Taking the covariant derivative of (11) and making use of (9), we have

(i2) i'M = 2nrhii K Xj„,
hj

since the covariant derivatives of ga and gV are zero. Hence

(13) yw- = X.   Xs Xph .v     ' ' hy i,P   j     h;s

From (4), (6) and (11) we have

(14) X% h,p = ¿hk,

where

(15) ôhk = 1 for h = k, and 0 for h ^ k.

Differentiating (14) with respect to x8, multiplying by X* and summing for s,

we have, in consequence of (9), (12) and (14),

(16) rm + rm = o (h,k,i = i, ..., »),

and consequently

(17) rm = 0 (h,l=l, ...,n).

Ricci* has shown that the conditions of integrability of equations (9) may

be written in the form

(is) rhiikl = BqriStxlx¡xlxtl,

* Loe, cit., p. 157; Wright, p. 76.
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where Bqr<st are the components of the Riemann tensor, that is

r>      _.   _   _       i    d^qs oTqt   J_ rt>    pa rP     r« |
&qr,st  —  g,p  \    dxt dX8 at     & "*?«/'

(19)

rp    ..iff«!   ..   l„pa(   9^a     I      dg*a *9v   \

and by definition

dy ..        dy ■        1--"

(20) yhi w = —r- —    r ^/ l y^- ( y,-« — y,-» ) + y,-« y^    y^ y/a J,

it being understood that for any function/the expression 9//9sj means

,««N W      — 9/    lm
(2D "9^7 - l&k '

From (18), (19) and (20) it follows that

(22) Yhi,kl ==   ~Vih,kl —       Yhi,lk = yfti.W

3. Simple roots. The results of the preceding section hold for any ortho-

gonal w-uple. We apply them in this section to the n-uple determined by (3).

Since (4) is satisfied, whether the functions A£ and Xk correspond to different

simple roots of (2), or to the same multiple root if such exist, we have from (3)

(23) ars Xrh Xi = 0        (h, k == 1, ..., n; h, k\ ).

Also from (3) we have

(24) ars X\ X% = —gh,

in consequence of (6).

If we differentiate (23) with respect to x1, we get, in consequence of (12),

(25) *m K K+-r!2(Krhii K hA ^kij $ *,,<) - o,

where arsjt is the covariant derivative of ars with respect to é.   Because

of (23), (24) and (16) this is reducible to

(26) V» Xl K + 2(«fc-ik) rnkj ht = °-
i...n

Ij
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Multiplying by X\ and summing for t, we get

(27) «W K K A + (dH-Qk) Ym = 0 (h * k).

Ricci* has shown that a necessary and sufficient condition that an ortho-

gonal n-uple be normal is that

(28) yhkl = 0 (h, k, I = 1, ..., n; h,k,l±).

Hence from (27) we have the theorem:

If all the roots of equation (2) are simple, a necessary and sufficient con-

dition that the n-uple defined by (3) be normal is that the functions Xh satisfy

the conditions

(29) ars¡t Xrh Xi Xi = 0 (h,k, I = 1, ..., n;h,k,l^).

From (20) and (28) it follows that for a normal n-uple

(30) rhitki = 0 (h,i,k,l±),

and consequently the functions A£ of a normal n-uple satisfy

(31) Bqr,st X% Xri X% X\ = 0 (h,i, k,l4)-

4. Double roots. Normal congruences in 3-space. We consider

next the case when one of the roots of equation (2) is of order m. We denote

by Xi (i — 1, ..., m) the contravariant components of m mutually ortho-

gonal directions corresponding to this root and by X\ (e = wi+1, ..., n)

the components corresponding to the other roots, it being understood that if

there are one, or more, other multiple roots, the congruences corresponding to

this root be taken orthogonal to one another. Consequently (4) and (6) hold.

The contravariant components Xtr (i = 1, ..., m) of any other orthogonal

congruences corresponding to the multiple root of order m are given by

1.. .TO

(32) K" = 2  t«Xra (i=l,...,m;r = l,...,n),

* Loc. cit., p. 151 ; Wright, p. 70.
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where the t's are any functions of the cc's subject to the conditions

1... m

(33) 2 t«tj = Sij,
a

the a's being defined by (15). We denote by y^ the rotations for this set of

vectors, and seek under what conditions a set of functions t can be found so that

(34) r'hn — °        (h=l,...,m;i,j = l,...,n;h,i,j$).

For i, j = m + 1, ..., n (i ^j) we have from (13) and (32)

1... m , » , 1... m

y'hij — \Ph 2 \th Kis + ^"Yx? ̂ ) = 2 %yaiJ.

I...m

Hence we must have 2 t" yaij — 0. Since these equations must be satisfied
a

by h = 1, ..., m, we must have yhij = 0.
For i = m + 1, ..., n; j = 1, ..., m we must have in like manner

1... m

(35) 2 tahtf¡ Yam = 0    (h,j = l,...,»», h$j,i = m + l,...,n).
a,fi

Holding j fixed and varying h, we get in consequence of (33)

1...TO 1...M

2 vyw> v j r"Ufi
—t-   —   . .  .   —   —t-   —    g

t) tf Ç

From these equations and the above results we find that we must have

(36) >fcv = 0  (Ä = l,...,m; t = m+l,...,n;j = I,...,n; h,i,j%),

and

(37) yeaa = Yen     (e = m-\-l,...,n;a,i = l,...,m).

In consequence of (16) we have from (36) also

(38) >fcv = °   (h = m-\-l,...,n\i = l,...,m\j=l,...,n\h,i,j^).
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From the foregoing discussion it follows conversely that if (36), (37) and (38)

are satisfied by any set of mutually orthogonal congruences corresponding to

a root of order m, they are satisfied by every such set. From (27) it follows

that (37) is equivalent to

(39) «r#K (%%-%%) = 0    (e = m+l,...,n; o,t = 1, .. .,m).

Consider next the case where (34) are satisfied when h,i = 1,..., m;

j = m-\-l,...,n;i$j.  Now

^='|"<[ç,«+^«)].

In consequence of (16) and (33) we have identically

2\kratí + ~(ti)]==o.
a, fi        L OSj J

From this equation and those obtained by equating to zero the right-hand

member of the above equation, we have

„ 1...M

(40) -j-(Q-2tahyßaj   (ß,h=l,...,m;j = m+l,...,n).
j a

Suppose that the given space is of the third order; that equation (2) admits

a double root; that equations(29) and (39) are satisfied and that X\ (r = 1,2,3)

are the components of the vector corresponding to the simple root of (2).

By a transformation of coordinates we can take the surfaces orthogonal to

this congruence for the surfaces x3 = const. Then X\ = X\ = 0, X\ = llVg^.

If we put

t\ = cose,   t\ — sine,   t\ = —sinö,   t\ = cos 6,

equations (33) are satisfied, and in place of (40) we have the single equation

90     . v-
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for the determination of 6, and consequently of the two normal congruences

corresponding to the double root.  Hence:

A necessary and sufficient condition that the equations (3) for a 3-space, for

which (2) admits a double root, lead to a triple of normal congruences is that

equations (29) and (39) be satisfied by tlie direction corresponding to the simple

root and by any set of mutually orthogonal directions corresponding to the

double root.

If the space is of higher order than the third, the conditions of integrability

of (40) must be considered. These conditions are expressible in the form*

(AU I   o      d 9      9   \        i^» df
(41) I TTk ü¡ - JsT Jsj If+ 2 (rrjk ~ Yrkj) Wr - 0.

Applying this condition to equations (40), we obtain, in consequence of (36),

(38) and (20),

1... m

(42) 2 tahYfiajk= 0.
a

Since equations of this form must be hold for h = 1, ..., m, we must have

(43) yafiJk = 0        (a,ß — 1, ..., m;j,k — m + l, ...,n).

We have seen in (30) that this condition must be satisfied by the functions

y'hij of a normal congruence. From (32) we have

1... m

(44) y'apJk - BqriSt X'a« X'; XjXl=Z yabJk fa tbfi.
a, o

Hence if (43) is satisfied by any set of congruences corresponding to a mul-

tiple root, it is satisfied by every such set.

The conditions (36), (37), (38) and (40) are the only ones applying to a double

root of equation (2). Hence :

If the roots of equation (2) are simple and double at most, a necessary and

sufficient condition that there exist a normal n-uple whose components satisfy (3)

* Ricci and Levi-Civita, p. 150; Wright, p. 69.
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is that any orthogonal n-uple satisfying (3) shall satisfy (29), in ivhich h and k

do not refer to the same root of (2), (39), and also the equations

(45) ¿w^ *;*;*'* = <>        (oc,ft,j,k^),

in which a and ft refer to the same double root, andj and k to any other root

or roots.

5. Multiple roots of third and higher orders. If m > 2, we must

consider also the case of equations (34) for h, i, j — 1, ..., m\h,i,j\.

Now we must have

1...TO «

(46)    2  tfiitj\fky<rfia + -—t(\ = 0 (h,i,j=l,...,m;h,i,j$).
a,ß,a L Oba      J

Since this equation is satisfied identically for i = h, equations (46) hold for

» — 1, ..., m, but i +- j, and consequently (46) may be replaced by

ZV [t Ufia + -£"<-* *„]  = 0,
a,a        L 0ba J

where Ah is to be determined.   Since this equation must be satisfied by all

values ofj except h, it may be replaced by

„ 1...TO

t— <£ + 2 tah yapa — Ah oaß = b q,
oba a

where Bfi is to be determined. Multiplying this equation by ii and summing
l...m

for ft, we find that Ah = — 2 Bß &, and the above equation becomes
ß

o 1...TO

-ti = 2 tah(Yßaa-öaßBa + BßSaa)       (a,ft,h = l,...,m).

We have now to consider the consistency of these equations and (40). How-

ever, both sets of equations may be written

« l...m
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When we apply conditions of integrability of the form (41) to these equations,
i ...«i

we get equations of the form 2 t"h Aa/3ae = 0, where AoßM is the left-hand
a

member of (48).   Since equations of this form hold tor h = 1, ..., m it

follows that we must have

OT+l.n 1...M

Y fia, ae +     2      ( Yfikt Ykaa — Yfika Ykae) + ( öeß ôaa ~ &afi 6ae) 2 B\
' k »

+ d**[^ + 1$B<(riße-aieliß)]

(48) - ôpa[ -^ + 2 J5¿ (y<Ä - d, 2?„)

p gjj 1...TO -,

r 91?        1...MI -i

for /ff, <r = 1, ..., m; a, e = 1, ..., n; a \ e.

For ß, a, a, e all different, equation (48) becomes, in consequence of (36)

and (38),

(49) rpc,m = °        (¿> cr= 1> •..,»»; «, e= 1, ...,n;ß, a, a, e+-).

If we take a = a; ß, a, e ^ or ß = a; a, a, e ^, we obtain from (48)

equations of the form

r.r% l...m I m+l...n \

~J¿ =  2   Bi (Yfiie + °ie Bß) — \ Y pa, ae +    2    âk* Ypkk Ykaa )

Iß, i, a = 1, ..., m; \
\e = 1, ..., n; ß + ej-

If we take a = ß, equation (48) vanishes identically.

If we take a = a, ß = e, or a = e, ß = a, we get an equation of

the form

3 7?        95 i..»!

-8^ + liT~B2~B°+ ? ZilYiee+Yiaa + BA + y^

(51)
m+l...n

—   2   Ykee Ykaa = 0 (a, e = 1, .. . , m; a, e +).
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From (50) and (37) it follows that we must have

(52)       Yßi,ie = rßa,ae    (a, ft, i = 1.m; e = 1, ..., n; a, ft, i, e + ).

If this equation is written in the form yei¡ iß = yea    it follows that from (20),

(36), (37) and (38) this equation is satisfied identically for e = wi+1,..., n.

In consequence of (37) and (52) we put for the sake of brevity

Y fie Yßi,ie   <   'fiée 'eii

(53) (ft,i,a = l,...,m;e = m+l,...,n;ft,i,a%)

?fia Yfi^ia

and write equations (50) in the form

„ xi l...m

(54) d^ = $Bi(rMt+*uB,)-rilt(fl,i=l,...,m; e = l,...,n;ft,e\-).

When we apply to (54) conditions of integrability of the form (41), we obtain

1. ..TO i-

2 B% \Yfii, ae + "ie Yfia      "ia Y/n + Y fiat ( Yißß — Yiaa )      Y fiea ( Yififi      Yiee )

OT+l...« TO+1...ÍI -i

+ "ia  "a Yfiae      "j'e -"e Yfiea +   ¿J   Yßke Ykia ^   Y' ßka Y kit
k^a k+e

(55) +£[-^7L(<*ie Yfia - âia Yßie) +^¿ Bß\ 2(ôja Yjie-àje YJia) + Yia ~ Yiea) J

+ (Yßae- YpJ \-jf- -Bl)+Bfi\Z K Yia - 2 *i* Yie)tflae     i ¡tea' \   g„ *■/ ^ \  rr1
u»ß i-pa t^e

dy dyßa      i...m i...»» i...n

"   g, ~dV~       ^ *PJ* ̂ Ja      ¡T* ^fJa ^Je     £? ^  ^Äea      >'fcae   ==    '
9s„ 8s.       J + a  "-   ,-    J:^e   .-,-   --     fc + /3
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For a, e = m +1,..., n we have from (55), in consequence of (36), (38)

and (49),

(56)
Qy dy.       i...m 1...M

~g^ g^       T Zj Yßje Y¡a       Zj Yßja Yje +   Zj   Yßk (Ykea       Ykae'  ~2
k

For a = 1,...., ni; e = »i + 1,..., n we have, in consequence of (36),

(37), (38) and (53),

i...»^Yœ        ^Yaa    i i"-m l...m

dg 9 S fZj'Y/íje Y ja        4-1 Yßja Yje~T Zj Yßk (Ykea~ Yknt'

+y ßae

e j^a

¥i—#.      dB«    ■

kipfi

ds„ 9s„ i \» ififi     • iaa 'Ba + 2Bi(YM-Yiaa)\-BBYaeJrBaBaYeaa=Q<ae  *      a    fit eaa

By means of (51) this is reducible to

i...» l...m

°sa OSe , + a

(57)

T Zj Yßje Y ja       Z* YfijaYjei   ¿m* Yßk\Ykea       Ykae)

+ Yfiae ( Yia, ai       Yiß<ßj)        "ß Y at + "fi "a Yeaa ==  ^.

In like manner for «, e = 1, ..., m, we have

1...OT 1... m 1...BI

(58)

.¿_/ YßieYja        Zj Yßja Y ¡t'y  Zj Yßk\Ykea       Ykae)
a   w j + e fc*/8

+ y/Coe (yea,ae       Yeß,fie'       Yßea(Yae,ea       Yafi,fia> =~ "•

6. Reduced form of conditions (56), (57)  and (58).   From (18)

we have

(59) Yfii,ie  — Bqr,st^fi^i^i^e'
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and by differentiation we have for a different from ft, i and e

„ 1...M

gs    Yßit ie == Bgrstp Xß X{ Xi XeAa-\-j£j \.Yjitit Y fija + Yßjje Yija

(60)
A. y        y..   A. y       y.   1    lß,i = ï ... m; a,e = 1,...,n;\
~ Y/u, je Yija T" Ypi< y ïeja I    \ ß,i,a,e * }'

Bianchi has established the following identity:*

(ol) Bqr,stp~T Bqr,tPs~T Bqr,pst ==  0.

Making use of (61) and the well known identities

(62) Bqr,st   —   -Bqr,ts  =   —Brq,st,

we obtain

.„_—v..   =B       X9 Xr ip l* Is
Yßi,ie        g „   Ifli.ia -"qr.pts *fi *i Aa *e *¿Qs   Ifii,ie        Qg   I fii,ia qr,pts   ft   i!.a ne   i

l...n

'   ^  lYji, ie Y fija ~T \Yßjt ie  i   Yßije' Yija       Yji,ia Yßje

y Y ft), ia   i   Yfiija) Yije'   \Yjae       Yjea) Yßitijl •

Since ft, i, a, e are different, we have from (49)

_ r      jï ;»• ¡p 2l _ n
Yfii,ae J}qr,ptAß Ai Aa *e   " "  Ul

Differentiate with respect to xs, multiply by Xt and sum for s; we get

Bqr,Pts *-p *"i *-a Xe t-i + ¿j \Yji,ae Yßji + Yfij,ae Yiji + Yßije Yaji + Yfii,aj Yeji¡     = 0.

* Lezioni, vol. 1, p. 351.

19
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Hence in consequence of (49) we obtain

gs    Yßiie        qs    Yfii,ia        Y fiai \Yia,ae       Yißlße> + Yßei \Yifi,fia        Yie,ea>

l   YaiiVfia,ae        Yßttie>   i   Yeü \Yßi,ia        Yfie,ea>   >   Yeia Yße.ei

l...m

(04) -f-  ¿j  Yj¡tje Yßja~r Yjß^ßgYfiiai   Yai,ie(Yfiaa       Yßee )       Yaie Y fia,ai
j$a

1... m 1... n

Zj   Yji.ia Yßje       Y ¡fi, fia Yßie + Zj \Yjae       Yjea* Yfii,ii
./'*« J

in+1 ...n

+    Zj      Yßk,ae Ykii'   Yßa,ie. Yiaa       Yße,ia Ytee-
k^a,e

For a, e = m + 1, ..., n, a =j= e, and ß, i = 1, ..., m, ß + ¿, we have

from (20), in consequence of (36), (37) and (38),

„ 1... m

"f)e    Yßee ~   Y fie, ea +   Z¿   Y fija Yjee + yaee ' Yßaa       Yßee ' '
v "a J

o »H 1... n

rpfS)        9 s    ***¿   ~~  yei.ia        yeii yaä + yaeily/ce       y<aa ' ~"      Zj     YkeaYkiV

Yfia,ie        Yaei \Yßee       Yßaa',

Yßk,ae = YkaeWßkk      Yfiaa'      Ykea^Yßkk      Yßee'

(k= m-jl, ...,«; a, e,k^).

By means of these results, equations (64) and (53), defining the function yße,

we find that (56) is reducible to

(66)    yeii y pa ~ yaH ype = 0       (ß, i — 1, ..., m; a, e — m +1, ..., n).

For a, ß,i = 1, ..., m; e = m + 1, ..., n we have from (20) in con-

sequence of (36), (37) and (38).
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g „ 1... m
0Yfiée   _ y*
gs -  Yfie,ea       Ypee Yaee        ¿?J    YjpaYjeei

a J

(67) dy^ j^..»
o„ Yci,ia ¿J      YkeaYkiV
v°a k

Ypk,ae = Ykea(Yßee~~Yßkk)        (k = m+l, ..., n;k^e).

By means of these results, equations (64) and (53), we find that (57) is redu-

cible to

(68) YeiiYßa-BßYae+BßBayeii = o     [a¿tir+\;:::,Z\

For a, ft, e = 1, ..., m; a, ft, e ^ we have

3 v dv l-.-m
i fie "'pa,ae n 5? -.>•  i«   it 5p   i     X1

~8^~ = ~^sV~ ~   9r'slp ß /a a e a + j% r» **•

(69)
1...OT

¿J   Yfij Yej i ~T Yga ae Yfiea ~T Yßa, ap Yeßq, •
Jïfi

Substituting in (58), we get

(70)      Liqr,stp (*js ^a «•« "■e "'a        ¿fi Àe Àe Àa Àe )  =  O ^ ß, a, e
.., Ht,

7. Consistency of equations (50) and (51).   If we take the three

equations of the form (51) involving three distinct indices a, ft and i, we obtain

dB
= Bpi-Z(BjYjNfi + hB>)dsp j

(71)
. m-H... n

1   ^KYia^ai      Yip,pi      Yap,pa) ~\    ñ~    ¿*    YkU'

Expressing the consistency of this equation and (50) for e = m + 1, ..., n

by means of equations of the form (41), we reduce the resulting equations to

the form

19«
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. m
J__°_( _ _ \   t    °Yße   ,       y1 Ykü   .    yt

2 9 s«     a'ai     y*"     y<"'^a''"t"  dSfl ~*~   T   Ykii  dse        j   Yj/3p Yjt

1... m m+1 ...n

(?2) +YfieeYfie + 2 2YfiJeYjfi+   2   YktfiYkfi — BfiYfie
J k

[. 1... to -. TO+1... n

Bfi~Y    ■    BJ^'^ia,ai~Yifi,ßi~Yafi,fia)-\- Y   2     r*tí

From the equation

y¿a,at ~~      «,-,*< H Ka Ka Kii

we find

9y. I...»»

-^ — Bg,,8tpA**« 4 *! ̂  + 2^ (y,-a y«^+r/< y*)

(73)
+ 2y ■ ■ y    +2r-      y   .1      • at,ie • aee  <      • ia,at ' tee

In like manner we have

9 v l. • ■ n
• fii,ie   _   p jg  jr i» it i?)_ y
ñ*. '"      or.stp Afi *<    . *e */>        V fy.i« Yjfifi      Yifiiße Yiß

TO-,

+ Yßi,iß yefifi +    ^/    Yßi^kYekß'

(74)
m+l •. ■ n

Hence making use of (20), we find

~dsf = JJj(y** + '*■ Yeii)'= ̂ .* % % ** *• %

1... m m+-l ...n

(75) - Zj YjeYjßß-\    Zj    (YßkYgkß     Yki,ie Ykßß)~T~ Yßi,iß Yeßß

dVeii m+U..n

+ Yßee Yßi,it ~T Ytü \Yße,efi g^ 'eü      ' fiee ^    'kee
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Substituting in (72), we obtain

TO+l...»

— Bp Yße T     ¿j    Ykü l      Y ut Yeii + YeM ( Yikk      Yiee'l

[.. í•■■ni> x TOj-i...n

fi      2~   •     J     "2"     t     ^'

(76)

+ i (Yia,ai      Yip,pi      Yafi, fia) J + Bqr stp [Xß X. X{ Xf Xß

+ ï(^t Xa ka Xi — Xi Xß Á/¡ Ai—Xa Xß Xp Xa)Xe] = 0.

In consequence of (61) and (62) we have

(77)    BqrMp X] x: Xa X\ XI = Bqr<stp (X9a X\ X\ X[ Xa + X9 Xa X°a X\ if).

From (52) and (74) it follows that

Bqr, stP ( Xp Xi Xi &e Xp        Xß Xa Xa *e Xp )

(78) M+1...N

¿g     yYk%,iz       Yka,ae' Ykpp~i   YeiiyYpa,afi       Ypi^ip)-

From (20) it follows that

(79) Yki,ie — Yka,ae =  YeM ̂¿ee ~ Yikk) ~ Yeka ÍYaee ~ Yakk) (e + *)•

Substituting in (76) from (77), (78), (79) and similar expressions we have

|- j   1...OT

Yeii IBp        2~    •       J 'J'ta.at       ^,/»t       Yap,fia>

(80)
..   »1+1...» -1

-T   2   YMi\-BßYpt=0.
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m+l...»

In arriving at this result we made use of the fact that 2 Ykii Yekß (Yßee—Yßki) = ^

For if e and k belong to different roots of (2), then yek. = 0 and if to the

same root the expression in parenthesis vanishes, in consequence of equations

analogous to (37).  Hence (76) reduces to (80).

When we express the consistency of (71) and

(8i) ^ = - 2Bjyßja + BlBß-Y„fi   («==i,. .,»;«,>*),

1... m

j

we obtain

19 _       _ m+^-n     dykii    9y,

^'ia,ai       'ifi.fii        'afi,fia'<       ~     'kii   g o

aß

2   dsas'ia<nt     ''Wl      'a^a'  '     Y     kn  osa    '    dSß

1... « l... m

+ "Y o fifi (J* in, ai       yifi,fii>   '    Zj  yjßßyja*    Zj  yVjaß        ^yjfia>yfij      '  "'

Proceeding as in the case of (72), we obtain

Uqr.slp \^i "-a A.a M Áa       Kx Aß Aß /¿ Aa — Aß Áa ¿a Aß "-a + ¿ Aß "■i Ai "a Afi) == O.

In consequence of (61) and (62) we have

Bqr,istp M "■fi Aß Ai &a   ==    "qr.slp (Afi "-i Ai Aa ¿fi + Ai Aß Aß "-a Ai).

Hence the preceding equation becomes

■"qr, stp l Ai Aa Aii A,\ Aa '      "-i  Aß Aß Aa A%

(82)
Aß Aa A,a A.ß Aa + Aß Ai Ai Aa a,ß J = 0.

8. Particular solutions of the problem. If the functions yHi = 0, for

i = 1,..., m; e = m+1,..., n, that is, if

(83) ars/t Âre a\ Xi = 0 (i = 1, . .., m; e = m+l,. . ., n),
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it follows from (67) that

(84) yaiie = 0       («, i = 1,..., m; e = m+1,..., n),

and from (53) that yae— 0. Hence the conditions (66), (68) and (80) are satis-

fied identically.   The conditions (49) may be written

(85) Bqr, m X9 X) Xs Xe = 0 (ft, i = 1,..., m ; a,e—l,...,n; ft,i,a,e^).

In addition to (84) equations (52) for m > 3 lead to conditions of the form

(86) BqriSt (X} X'a 4 X\-X9p X] X) X\) = 0    (ft,a,i,j = l,...,m; ft,a,i,j\-).

In addition we have (70) and (82). Conversely, if equations (83) are satisfied,

we have Yeii= 0 for * = 1,..., to; e = w+1,..., n.   Hence:

When the solutions of (3) satisfy equations (29), (39), and in addition sets of

equations of the forms (70), (82), (83), (85) and (86) for each multiple root of the

third or higher order of equations (2), there exists a normal n-uple in the space..

Equations (50) and (51) are satisfied by£a = 0(a = l,...,m), if

Ype = ° (0=1, •••,"»; e=l, ...,n; ft, e + ),

(87)
TO+l ...»

Yap, pa 2   ̂ *«  =  ®'
k

Conversely, it follows from (68) that if equations (87) are satisfied and 7^=1= 0

for any e = m+1, ..., n, then the only solutions of (50) and (51) are Ba= 0.

From (24) and (27) we have

«rsltïïï + «rMK-ZK)Yeii=0.

By means of equations of this form and (53) equations (87) are expressible in

terms of ars, its first covariant derivative, Bqr< st and A's.    Hence :
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When the solutions of (3) satisfy (29), (39), (49) and equations of the

form (87) for each multiple root of (2) of the third or higher order, there exists

a normal n-uple in the space.

If yat = 0, fat ^ 0> for a particular a = 1, ..., m and a particular

e = m + 1, ..., n, from (66) and (68), on the assumption that all of the B's

are different from zero, it follows that we must have

(88) yae = 0 (a = l, ...,m;e = mJt-l, ...,n),

(89) *a *, + //,« = 0 (a,ft=l,...,m;a,ft+-).

Operating on (89) with —— for e = m + 1, ..., n and making use of (54),
ose

we obtain

i...»» i. ..m 9y

Yfiae (Bl-B¡) - 2 Yaj YpJe~2 Ypj Yaje + -Jf~ = 0.
J*a j^p Ube

From (57) we have also

dy „    i...«» i...»»

q~I       T ¿J Yaj Ypje*   ¿-I Ypj Yaje  '   Ypae ■ Yia,ai      Yip, pi)       ¿Yeii Ypa        "•
"*e        j*a j + fi

From these equations it follows that

(90) Yßae(Ba-B2ß + yiaai-yißißi)-2yeiiyßa=0.

Subtracting from (80) the equation obtained by interchanging a and ft in this

equation, we obtain

Yeii(Ba-BÎ + yiaiai- Yifi,pi) = 0.

From this equation and (90), it follows that y^ = 0, which is inconsistent

with (89).
9. General solution. We consider finally the general case when (88)

is not satisfied.   If in conformity with (66) we put

(91) ype = ye..ff/¡     (ft,i=l,...,m;e = m-\-l,.,.,n),
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equation (68) becomes

(92) Vpa-fya+BfiBa^O-

Interchange a and ß and subtract; then

(93) Ba = Bfi^-,
On

and (92) may be replaced by

(94) B2fi-°fiBfi + ^Yfia=0.

From equations of this form it follows that yßaloa = Ybí^í and consequently

(95) ff<v = *urß = «pyai.

Moreover, from (91) and (95) we obtain

(96)   YfiaVte = VßiYae == VaiYfie     («1 ß, * = 1 , ■ • •, m; e = m + 1, ..., «).

Equation (80) is reducible by means of (91) and (94) to

I...»» m+l...» 2y

(97)      2Bj + (Yia,ai-yifi,fii-yafi,fia)+ 2 rL+V-^ = °-
J *

Interchanging a and £ in these equations and subtracting, we obtain

i    /    Y fie y at   \ „
Yuz,ai—rum* [-?-v~)7afi =

\   rae ißt   '

(98)
(a, ß, i = 1, ..., m; e = m + l, ..., n).

Hence (97) reduces to

1...» /     v V \ TO+1...»

Zí-r^rf + f r^+ £ 4 = o.
20
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By means of equations of the form (94) this is reducible to

1... m r m-{-l...» 1 ... TO   y

Zj YjeBj  ==  yeii    Yap, pa ~      Zj     Ykii~T .Zj ——Yja
T L * J*a,fi   Yae

and this in turn is reducible, by means of equations of the form (93), to

1. ..m r / TO-j-l... »       \ 1... m i

(99) Ba2Y%=  Yei\ \Yap,pa—    2    Ylu) Yae +   2 YJe Y ja   •
J L » k ' j*a,p J

As a consequence we must have

1... ni 1... m

\Yafi,fia       Yai,ia) Yae  ~ "   ¿J  Yje Y ja        Zj Yje Y ja  ~ '  Y pe Y pa      Yje Yia>

which because of (96) is equivalent to an equation of the form (98).

When the expressions for Ba(a = 1, ..., m) from (99) are substituted

in (54), (71) and (94), we obtain the set of conditions to be satisfied in addition

to those previously found, and thus the problem is reduced to an algebraic

one. Recapitulating we have:

If the solutions of (3) satisfy (29), and for each midtiple root equations of

the form (39), (66), (70), (82), (85), (86), (96), (98) and the equations resulting

from the substitution of the functions Ba given by (99) in (54), (71) and (94),

the space admits a normal n-uple.

From the manner in which these conditions were derived it is clear that

Avhile all of them are necessary, they are not necessarily independent. How-

ever, they are necessary and sufficient to determine whether the space

possesses a normal ??-uple.

Princeton University,
Princeton, N. J.

Note added in proof. In considering the particular solutions in § 8,1 omitted the

possibility of one or more of the B's being zero, but not all of them. Por B¡ = 0, we have

from (68) ytíi ypX — Bß yu= 0 (ß = 1, ..., m; e = m + 1, ..., n) and from (54)
1.. .m

2 ^i Yiie~Yie = ° (e = 1, • • •» »)•  When the expression for Bß from the first is sub-
i

stituted in the second, we obtain one set of conditions, and when substituted in (51) and

(54) the others to be added to (29), (39), (66), (70), (85) and (86).


